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Transformation
in the ICT
Sector

Information and communications technology (ICT) is at the forefront of the
Fourth Industrial Revolution. ICT has become the cornerstone of many of
the ways in which business is conducted and organisations stay connected,
to each other and the broader ecosystem in which they operate.
The ICT sector in South Africa has become one of the biggest contributors to the country’s GDP, but how much
has it embraced transformation and become a truly inclusive driver of economic growth for the population?
As one of the leading sectors in South Africa, this sector has the potential to pioneer meaningful transformation
and contribute to inclusive growth through meaningful Enterprise Development initiatives.
Through our research, NPI recommends the following to improve transformation in the ICT industry in
South Africa
•

Partner with potential future-acquisition suppliers.

•

Partner with complementary black-owned ICT companies with whom you could potentially bid on work.

•

Partner with ICT companies that have a niche client base or segments of clients that are in areas you are
unfamiliar with.

South Africa’s
ICT Sector

South Africa has made tremendous strides in the ICT sector in recent years but still needs improvement in terms
of development and usage, as well as infrastructure and reach. The National Development Plan (NDP), South
Africa’s leading policy framework, addresses the subjects of technology and telecommunications at numerous
points. Regarding the changing global economy, it emphasises the need for South Africa to bolster its
competitiveness and investment in high value-added industries. South Africa must create an environment in
which innovation in ICT can flourish.

“Efficient information infrastructure that promotes economic growth and
greater inclusion requires a stronger broadband and telecommunications
network, and lower prices” (NDP, Executive Summary: 36)
According to the second report on the State of ICT in South Africa published by the Independent
Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA), the total revenue across the three ICT sectors regulated by
ICASA has increased from 2015 to 2016 but there has been a significant decrease in the number of employees
in these sectors.

Employment – decreased 13%

Telecommunications Revenue – increased 1%

Changes in the
ICT sector
between 2015
and 2016

South Africa has improved ten places on the World Economic Forum’s
Network Readiness Index (NRI), moving from 75 in 2015 to 65 in 2016.
However, the country’s ranking on the International Telecommunications
Union’s (ITU) ICT Development index dropped from 86 to 88 in the same
period.
In an article by Fin24Tech, it was announced that South Africa’s ICT spend was set to top that of the Middle
East, Turkey and Africa (META) regions in 2017. Accounting for this expenditure, was the recognised importance
of investing in technologies such as cloud, big data, social and mobility. The high level of spending dedicated
to this sector is indicative of its importance in the economy and inclusive opportunities should reflect this
representatively.
There is an increased trend in the incubation space and particularly in acceleration programmes. Programmes
have been designed to target existing businesses and offer business turnaround and business rescue assistance.
The emphasis is on facilitating the development of high-value businesses.

South Africa’s
ICT Sector
South Africa’s incubation landscape includes
a number of tech-specific incubators as the
country’s ICT sector continues to grow and
increasingly more entrepreneurs seek to
establish or grow their businesses in this
field. According to SME South Africa (2016),
Gauteng and the Western Cape are the two
regions that are home to the majority of
South Africa’s ICT sector. As such, many tech
incubators are located here and it would be
worth highlighting a selection as follows:

Grindstone Accelerator
This year-long entrepreneurial development programme is part of Knife Capital and seeks to assist SME’s that
are innovation-driven and high growth. This programme is geared towards helping entrepreneurs cope with
accelerated growth, raise growth funding, and secure partnerships.
InnoTech
This Cape-Town based programme encourages the creation of new businesses but also supports the growth
and expansion of existing companies through the application of technology and innovation. This would seem to
support the trend of acceleration programmes introduced earlier in this report.
The Innovation Hub
Sub-Saharan Africa’s first internationally accredited science and technology park, the Innovation Hub has a
number of programmes that target areas such as innovation, enterprise and skills development particularly in
the ICT, advanced manufacturing, and biosciences sectors. Its five main programmes cover a variety of business
stages and categories from start-ups to the use of mobile solutions in government, and support for township
entrepreneurs.

Source: Tsele, L. (2015) in SMESouthAfrica.co.za

The time is
ripe for
transformation

General B-BBEE Code
Black ownership 25%

Amended ICT Sector Code
Black ownership 30%

“The ICT industry is one of the most important sectors of the South African
economy in that broadcasting, electronics, information technology and
telecommunications are all significant stakeholders in the sector”
(Israel Noko, NPI Governance Consulting)

Although the ICT BEE Codes have existed since 2012, the BBBEE ICT Sector Council was formed in 2015

The ICT industry is one of the most important sectors of the South African economy in that broadcasting,

and officially launched in November 2016. This Council is responsible for, amongst other things, measuring

electronics, information technology and telecommunications are all significant stakeholders in the sector and,

the progress that ICT Sector in South Africa is making towards transformation and an inclusive digital economy.

thus, the introduction of Amended ICT BEE Codes will effectively influence all areas of the economy. This

One of the key objectives of the BEE ICT Sector Codes is the bridging of the ‘digital divide’ by actively promoting

development comes on the back of a study done earlier in the year by global research company, International

access to ICT and providing an enabling environment conducive to transparency, fairness and consistency when

Data Corporation (IDC). The IDC had predicted that IT spending in South Africa will top US$26.6 billion in 2017.

adjudicating on matters related to BEE in the ICT sector.
Cities in major provinces such as Gauteng, Western Cape, and KwaZulu-Natal have engaged in “Smart-City”
Speaking at the launch, Minister of Telecommunications and Postal Services, Siyabonga Cwele announced that

transformation activities in order to improve the quality of life of citizens, enhance the experience of businesses,

the ICT Sector is performing below par with regards to transformation and that the efforts of ICT companies thus

and provide an environment conducive to economic development.

far have not been sufficient. According to the code, the minimum prescribed equity to be held by black people
has increased from 25% to 30%. Although the code is voluntary, firms are expected to adopt it to raise their

In the Amended ICT sector BEE Codes, the overall Black ownership target of 30% remains higher than that under

BEE ratings. An improved BBBEE score is an incentive but Enterprise Development initiatives must be

the general codes (which is 25% plus one share). This deviation is a recognition by the ICT sector of the need

meaningfully implemented if they are to have the intended transformative effects.

to accelerate the pace of transformation in the sector and to ensure that more companies are owned by black
people.

Interesting to note that the Enterprise & Supplier Development (ESD) pillar by keeping the small business

With regards to ICT infrastructure and services, the South African market is dominated by a relatively small

development target at 5% Net Profit After Tax (NPAT) whilst increasing the weighting to 25 points from 11 points

number of key players. If the reach and impact of ICT in the country is to be truly felt, it is imperative that more

in the previous charter. The weighting of 15 points for the Enterprise Development indicator under Enterprise

and more potential for innovation is brought into the fold. ICT is a sector that holds a wealth of potential to

& Supplier Development scorecard is significantly higher than under the general codes (where the weighting

spearhead transformation. At the forefront of the digital economy, it is an industry that is hungry for innovation

for enterprise development is five points). The compliance target of 3% of net profit after tax (NPAT) under the

and competition. As the demand for ICT products and services reaches its pinnacle and participation in global

ICT sector code for this element also remains higher than the compliance target under the general codes (1% of

society relies on these services, it is imperative that South Africa harnesses its workforce to bridge the “digital

NPAT). Unlike all other sectors who spend 3% NPAT on developing small businesses, the DTI has called on the

divide”.

sector to show transformation by keeping the 5% for small business development. The allocated targets for
bonus points under job creation. A measured entity will earn 1 bonus point when their supplier development/
enterprise development beneficiary creates jobs up to 10% of the workforce. 11% job creation will earn the

Element

BEE Points Allocated

BEE Bonus Points Available

Ownership

25

0

Management Control

23

0

Skills Development

20

5

is no shortage of entrepreneurs that seek to establish themselves in this industry and effect change in the local

Enterprise & Supplier Development

50

6

context. As such, the BBBEE ICT Sector Council emphasizes the need to “bridge the digital gap” and include

Socio-Economic Development

12

0

Total BEE Points

130

11

measured entity 2 points.
Although the ICT sector in South Africa has evolved tremendously in the last 22 years, large amounts of the
population have been left behind especially in rural and digitally underserviced areas.
As the sector gains increasing traction due to technological advances and the subsequent reliance on them, there

more people in the Sector through opportunities (access to market, for example) and skills development. As
mentioned in the amended BBBEE codes of 2013, Enterprise Development initiatives do not comprise solely of
capital investment but can also take the form of mentorship and skills development.

2016 Generic ICT Sector Amended B-BBEE Scorecard

Current
Transformation
Landscape

In a sector where there is a concentration of big players, many of which are
international, an attempt to take stock of the state of transformation has
rendered some interesting points for consideration:
1. The newly amended codes have been implemented for less than a year and therefore, it is difficult to
measure their direct impact. However, the transformation that they aim to bolster has begun to reflect in
the industry. For example, earlier this year (2017), in a planned auction of the broadband spectrum, ICASA
insisted on a minimum 30% black ownership requirement as part of the auction of this vital element of
the telecommunications trade (Hay in IT-Online, 2017). This auction was since blocked but served as an
opportunity for the sector regulator to make its expectations clear.
2. According to Israel Noko of NPI, the success of any supplier development programme relies on paying them
early. This relates to the sustainability of their business activity; being able to afford to move from one project
to the next.
3. The State IT Agency, SITA, is committed to the support and development of SMMEs in the ICT space. In
line with the B-BBEE codes, amended ICT Sector Codes and DTPS Draft ICT SMME Support Strategy, it
dedicates a portion of its procurement to SMMEs in an attempt to create an environment in which these
businesses can develop their capacity to become ICT suppliers that can do business with SITA and other
public and private entities. It is part of the SITAs mandate to drive transformation in the ICT sector and
it is doing so through the training and networking opportunities offered in its enterprise development
programmes. SITA’s pivotal role in driving transformation in this sector among SMMEs is in response to the
call made by Government for SMMEs to be on the forefront of the country’s economic activity – growth and
job creation – as well as the call for greater investment in a new kind of ICT-centric labour force.

Current
Transformation
Landscape /2
“With IT and telecommunications
firms dependent on licencing and
regulators, compliance is essentially
not voluntary and the business
impetus to transform cannot afford
to be ignored.” (Hay in IT-Online, 2017)

4. The new ICT sector codes and broader calls for greater broad-based and women-owned stipulations have
driven some of the big telecommunication companies to intensify their black empowerment and ownership
initiatives. MTN has replaced its “MTN Zakhele” scheme with a new R9,9-billion “MTN Zakhele Futhi”
empowerment scheme. Through the scheme, the MTN Group will retain broad-based black investors over
eight years, contributing to its overall 39% black ownership. Vodacom’s black ownership is currently at 18,7%.
Its existing black empowerment scheme, “Yebo Yethu”, will end in 2018 and thereafter the company plans
to put together a new programme in line with the new ICT codes policy and is reportedly exploring the sale
of a $1,1-billion stake to black investors in one of the country’s biggest-ever deals aimed at boosting black
participation in the economy. Vodacom’s new empowerment program would be double the size of the current
R7,5-billion plan.
5. At the inaugural Top 500 Awards held in March, the best-managed companies across over 100 different
business sectors in South Africa were announced. The winners were determined according to the following
criteria: financial performance, empowerment, and policy and accreditation. EOH emerged as the winner in
the ICT sector (BusinessTech, 2017). EOH holds Large Enterprise Level 2 B-BBEE status and claims to promote
an equality of opportunity and is committed to empowering the previously disadvantaged (EOH corporate
website).
6. Black professionals still earn less than their white counterparts do and this is true of the computer
programming occupation, as of 2016. According to a study by Analytico (as cited in TechCentral), black male
computer programmers earn a median salary that is 27.7% of a white person in the same position. These
discrepancies also occur between gender, although not to such a large degree within race groups, as well as
age. Although initiatives are being pioneered on a large scale with regards to transformation, these have not
permeated the realm of the individual. Can it then still be said that real efforts are being made in terms of
transformation and inclusiveness?

Traversing the
path to real
change

It is clear that the need for transformation in the ICT sector is a fact.
The newly implemented sector-specific B-BBEE codes represent a pointed
attempt to pull the sector forward in a more inclusive way. There have been
marked shifts in the right direction by some of the key players in this space
but much more needs to be done to achieve the meaningful chance that
was intended.
There have been debates around the codes specific to the ICT industry with some saying that it would be
impossible to reach level-1 status because of the stringent criteria. However, these new codes have made it
possible for many exempt micro-enterprises in the ICT field, which are 75% black-owned to achieve precisely that
– level-1 status (IT-Online, 2016).
It has been mentioned that there are a number of multinationals that operate in the ICT space and this makes
it difficult to measure the progress of transformation in the sector as a whole as they cannot necessarily provide
opportunities for local ownership. This has been accounted for in the form of equity equivalents, which allow
these multinational corporations to spend more on skills development and enterprise development (IT-Online,
2016).
Leaving behind the complexities of how international companies can contribute to the transformation of this
industry in South Africa, let us turn to the picture painted by local businesses in this regard. Such a versatile
and modern industry, which is founded on innovation, should be built on the foundation of inclusiveness and
transformation.

It is evident that the wheels of
transformation in the ICT sector
are in motion. As per the list above
however, this transformation is not of
the sustained impetus that meets the
requirements of the current demand
for a more inclusive ICT economy.

Traversing the
path to real
change
Although the ICT sector B-BBEE codes appear stricter
than the country’s general codes, there is a plethora of
real and implementable initiatives that can be adopted
by companies across the spectrum to effect sustainable
change in this sector.

Although we have seen some of the promises made by the market giants with regards to transformation, the
Empowerdex 2016 “Most Empowered Companies” list did not feature any winners in the ICT sector according to
the revised 2013 codes of good practice. In the JSE’s most empowered companies in relation to the 2007 codes
of good practice, Vodacom South Africa emerged as the number 1 winner. On this same list, Adapt It (Pty) Ltd,
Allied Electronics Corporation Ltd, Mustek Ltd, Ansys Ltd, EOH Holdings Ltd, Datacentrix Holdings Ltd, Telkom
SA SOC Ltd, Jasco Electronics Holdings Ltd, Mobile Telephone Networks (Pty) Ltd, and Pinnacle Holdings Ltd all
featured according to the 2012 ICT code. Their rankings are displayed in the table below:

Company Name

2016 Ranking

2016 Total BEE Score

Vodacom South Africa

1

98.25

Adapt IT (Pty) Ltd

6

93.38

Allied Electronics Corporation Ltd

20

87.50

Mustek Ltd

23

86.79

Ansys Ltd

24

86.57

EOH Holdings Ltd

26

85.83

Datacentrix Holdings Ltd

29

85.14

Telkom SA SOC Ltd

40

80.54

Jasco Electronics Holdings Ltd

49

78.33

Mobile Telephone Networks (Pty) Ltd

53

76.60

Pinnacle Holdings Ltd

54

76.58

Source: Empowerdex, 2016

focussed on developing and executing strategies which would enable companies
to better position themselves in the market, and develop partnerships with
companies and organizations that want to implement “business-sense”
enterprise development, socio-economic development and BEE strategies.
Israel also served on the Boards of a variety of different organisations/
companies.
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Israel has been involved in various mergers and acquisitions other general corporate / commercial
transactions. He has also advised on BEE joint venture structure, company formations and reorganisations. Israel has extensive experience in business entity formation and governance matters, M&A,
and BEE financing transactions in a wide variety of sectors. In addition to handling BEE transactions, he
advises boards of directors with respect to fiduciary duty and other corporate governance issues. Having
worked with a number of multinational clients, Israel has advised on the implementation of Equity
Equivalents, BEE compliance and has strong relations with the Department of Trade & Industry, the
verification industry and various transformation stakeholders.
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BIOGRAPHY OF ISRAEL L. NOKO
Israel is the Founder & CEO of NPI Governance Consulting (a leading BEE
Advisory & Project Management company) and Noko Pioneer Investments (an
Broad-Based Investment holdings company). He is passionate about the
intentions behind Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (“BEE”),
including the economic transformation of South Africa. Israel’s experience has
focussed on developing and executing strategies which would enable companies
to better position themselves in the market, and develop partnerships with
companies and organizations that want to implement “business-sense”
enterprise development, socio-economic development and BEE strategies.
Israel also served on the Boards of a variety of different organisations/
companies.
Israel has been involved in various mergers and acquisitions other general corporate / commercial
transactions. He has also advised on BEE joint venture structure, company formations and reorganisations. Israel has extensive experience in business entity formation and governance matters, M&A,
and BEE financing transactions in a wide variety of sectors. In addition to handling BEE transactions, he
advises boards of directors with respect to fiduciary duty and other corporate governance issues. Having
worked with a number of multinational clients, Israel has advised on the implementation of Equity
Equivalents, BEE compliance and has strong relations with the Department of Trade & Industry, the
verification industry and various transformation stakeholders.
Israel has had extensive working experience in France, Switzerland, UK and South Africa in both private
and public sectors. Having worked at the United Nations Environmental Program, the Canadian High
Commission Trade Office (as Trade Commissioner) in South Africa, Enablis (as Head of Partnerships)
and in the financial services industry, Israel has assisted a number of Canadian companies understand
BEE and how it may impact on their business. Israel also presented Canada’s Clean Development
Mechanism programs and private sector expertise to over 50 companies in South Africa during the World
Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD).
Israel studied Law and Social Sciences Diploma at the University of Warwick, UK and pursued and
completed a LL.B in Business Law at Coventry University, UK. Israel is a commentator in the press

and business sector regarding transformation and sustainable development-related topics and
has been invited to speak at several conferences on topics relating to transformation and
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and business sector regarding transformation and sustainable development-related topics and
has been invited to speak at several conferences on topics relating to transformation and
sustainable development.

Current Directorships & Committee Members
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BankSETA
Hydro Power Equipment (Pty) Ltd
Micro Finance South Africa (MFSA)
Inyathelo: The South African Institute for Advancement
Atlas Finance (Pty) Ltd
WorleyParson Employee Share Trust
Khetimplio Aids for life

Academic & Professional Qualifications
•
•
•
•
•
•

(Non-Executive Director)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Non-Executive Director)
(Trustee)
(S&EC Chairperson)
Independent Chairman
Deputy Chairperson

LL. B in Business Law, Coventry University, UK
Management Development Programme (NQF 7) in B-BBEE, University of Watersrand
Certificate in Strategic Mergers & Acquisitions, Gordon Institute for Business Science
Certificate in Law & Social Sciences, University of Warwick, UK
Associate Certified Sustainable Assurance Practitioner (AS1000AA), UK
Certificate in Financial Valuations, BETA Finance

